ABSTRACT Multiview representation has become important due to its good performance for machine learning problems. In this paper, a multiview representation framework based on transfer learning is proposed for micro-expression recognition. The framework takes macro-expression as the auxiliary domain and micro-expression as the target domain, and assists the identification of micro-expressions by transferring the rich information extracted from the auxiliary domain, which effectively addresses the small sample problem of micro-expression recognition. The proposed algorithm mainly consists of three parts. Firstly, the features of the two domains are projected into a common space and the dictionaries of each domain are studied respectively. Then the dictionary of micro-expression domain is linearly reconstructed. Finally, in order to improve the comprehensive utilization of feature information, the most representative features from four different micro-expression feature sets are selected by multiview representation. The experiments and evaluation are carried out on three different databases, and the performance comparison of the proposed algorithm with other advanced methods are given. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm has the better performance than other related methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Micro-expression is an involuntary facial expression during a very short time when people are in a suppressed state or try to hide their real feelings. In 1966, Hagrid and Issacs [1] first discovered this subtle expression. Compared with the traditional expression, micro-expression is more likely to expose a person's real inner activity, so it has been identified as a reliable clue to detect lies. In recent years, micro-expressions have shown good application prospects in security monitoring, case investigation, network security, military affairs, business and even entertainment field. However, the duration of the micro-expression is very short, which makes it extremely difficult to accurately recognized with naked eyes. In 2002, Endres and Laidlaw [2] developed a micro-expression training tool (METT), which effectively improved the accuracy of micro-expression recognization.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Shirui Pan. With the development of facial expression algorithms [3] , [4] , great progresses have been made in micro-expression research [5] - [7] . However, there are still two issues to be addressed. Firstly, micro-expression is an expression sequence, but there is no conclusion on what kind of features should be extracted to improve the recognition rate. Secondly, the number of correctly labeled micro-expressions is very limited because of extensive manpower and time costs. As a result, the performances of most existing micro-expression recognition methods are far from perfect.
Recently, a few feature extraction methods have been proposed to extract more effective and representative features. Jia et al. [9] introduced some novel macro-expression and micro-expression feature descriptors, which include dual-cross patterns from three orthogonal planes, multiple order dual-cross patterns, hot wheel patterns, etc. Huang et al. [8] proposed a new feature selection method based on Laplacian algorithm to extract the discriminative information for facial micro-expression recognition. These methods have achieved good performance in specific domain. In addition to selecting effective features, the design of classifier also affects the recognition rate. Jian and Lam [10] , [11] proposed a framework based on singular value decomposition (SVD) for performing both face hallucination and recognition simultaneously, which greatly improved the accuracy of classification. Gong et al. [12] comprehensively considered data distribution information and proposed a new discriminant positive and unlabeled learning (PU) classifier, which effectively improved the performance of the algorithm.
Although, the recognition rate of micro-expressions has increased due to the improvement of various classification algorithms, the small sample problem is still a big challenge. It is encouraging that transfer learning can use the knowledge of source domains to solve the problems in related target domains, which may be helpful to deal with some small sample problems. Transfer learning can be divided into three cases: inductive learning, transductive learning and unsupervised transfer learning [13] . Transfer learning has been widely used in data mining, computer vision, natural language processing and other fields, and has achieved inspiring results. Yeh et al. [14] proposed a field adaptive algorithm which uses canonical correlation analysis (CCA) to project all the data into a common space. Yang et al. [15] explored abundant well-tagged images to facilitate the video tagging, which aimed at finding an optimal kernel space to minimize the distance between images and videos.
Inspired by ideas above, we try to apply transfer learning to micro-expression recognition problem. However, how to choose an effective auxiliary domain and explore its correlations with micro-expressions to the greatest degree still need to be further researched. Compared with traditional facial macro-expression, micro-expression is significantly different in terms of duration and range of motion. But it is undeniable that they are very similar in nature. Besides, the classification criteria for them are both based on the facial muscle movement unit. Therefore, it is reasonable to use macro-expressions as auxiliary domain to assist the recognition of micro-expression.
Taking macro-expressions as auxiliary domain and transferring rich information learned from macro-expressions to assist micro-expression recognition belongs to cross-domain transfer learning. However, using cross-domain transfer learning to identify micro-expressions comes with another problem. Features extracted with different methods can represent different characteristics of the data. In the cross-domain transfer learning, we can not subjectively determine what micro-expression features are more representative and the simple cascade of multiple features can easily lead to information redundancy and noise. To address this problem, we first introduced the multiview representation. We extracted different feature sets of the target domain for cascading and then sparsed the multiple feature sets with F norm to select the most representative features. After sparse feature selection, the sparse dictionary learning was used to process a large number of high-dimensional features, which could avid feature redundancy and noise to a certain extent.
Based on the above research and analysis, we proposed a multiview representation framework based on transfer learning for micro-expression recognition. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We proposed a novel framework based on transfer learning for micro-expression recognition to solve small sample problems. Moreover, the sparse dictionary learning was used to process high-dimensional features, which could effectively avoid information redundancy and noise interference.
• To further reduce domain shift, we linearly reconstructed the dictionary of the target domain with auxiliary domain dictionary to achieve high correlations between the two domains.
• We introduced multiview representation into the framework for multiple feature selection. Though multiview representation, the most representative features were selected and the advantages of different feature sets were combined, which was conducive to improve the recognition results of micro-expression. The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In section II, the research status of micro-expression recognition, multiview representation and transfer learning are introduced in detail. The proposed multiview representation framework and the optimal solution of it are given in section III and section IV respectively. Experimental validation and algorithm performance evaluation are presented in section V. Finally, section VI concludes the entire paper.
II. RELATED WORK A. THE RESEARCH STATUS OF MICRO-EXPRESSION RECOGNITION
In recent years, micro-expression recognition has attracted considerable attention with the development of machine learning and face recognition technologies. Micro-expression recognition mainly includes three parts: micro-expression detection, feature extraction and recognition. In the aspect of micro-expression detection, Polikovsky et al. [16] collected simulated micro-expressions under high-speed cameras and used the k-means algorithm to locate the start frame, vertex frame and end frame of a posed micro-expression sequence.
Feature extraction methods include local feature extraction and global feature extraction. Pfister et al. [6] firstly extended the features of the Local Binary Pattern (LBP). They added time series to the traditional LBP and realized the analysis of dynamic micro-expressions. Zhang et al. [17] proposed a normalized difference vector (NDV) for texture representation. Different from descriptors based on local binary patterns, this descriptor makes full use of local differences and can be flexibly expanded to cover larger local areas. However, many methods either based on local feature or global feature are heavily dependent on facial VOLUME 7, 2019 coordinate localization. Besides, many feature extraction methods have difficulty explaining the mechanism of facial micro-expression [18] , [19] . In response to this situation, Liu et al. [20] proposed a simple and effective main direction mean optical flow (MDMO) for micro-expression extraction. MDMO is a kind of normalized statistical feature based on the region of interest. It considers both the local statistical information and spatial information, and has a good performance in micro-expression recognition.
B. MULTIVIEW REPRESENTATION
Multiview representation is a method of representing a topic by using multiple sets of different features, and has been applied to various branches of machine learning [21] . Compared with a single feature, an ontology can be described more specially by using different feature sets simultaneously. However, directly using different feature sets will increase the computing cost and is probably to produce information redundancy or even noise interference.
In machine learning, we usually introduce different kinds of regularizations according to different requirements to produce different sparse methods. Inspired by this fact, we incorporated regularization items into the multiple feature selection. The sparse methods can be summarized into two categories: separable sparse learning and joint sparse learning [22] .
Separate sparse learning performs sparsification to only one sample each time. The L 1 norm, L 21 norm and the combination of the two norms are commonly used for separate sparse learning. Since the L 1 norm sparses each sample independently [23] , [24] , its sparse results are reflected in each feature sample, and the effect is shown in Figure 1 -(a). Unlike the L 1 norm, the L 21 norm performs group sparsification [25] to samples, which can preserve the data structure better, and its principle is shown in Figure 1 -(b). L 1 norm and L 21 norm can be cascaded for the combination of their characteristics. As showed in Figure 1 (c), it firstly uses L 21 norm to perform group sparsification to samples and then uses L 1 norm for further sparsification to the samples of different feature groups.
The joint sparse method performs sparse to all the samples simultaneously. Different from separable sparse, the joint sparse partitions the samples and performs sparsification to the samples within the same block simultaneously. The common sparse patterns include L 21 norm sparse, F norm sparse, etc. The L 21 norm regularization penalizes each row of the feature matrix as a whole and enforces sparsity among the rows, which can select the most representative features [26] . The specific principle is shown in Figure 2 -(a). And the F norm can perform block sparse towards the feature data, which is showed in Figure 2 -(b).
Based on the above analysis, we introduced the concept of multiview representation. We firstly extracted multiple feature sets of micro-expressions for cascading and then performed F norm sparseness on them. 
C. TRANSFER LEARNING
Recently, the research of cross-domain transfer learning has been developed rapidly. Shekhar et al. [27] proposed a coupling adaptive dictionary learning approach, with which the data from different domains were projected into a common subspace where the coupling dictionary was studied. Ren et al. [28] used coupling margin fisher analysis for transfer learning. It not only maintained each domain's individual characteristics, but also explored the commonality between the source domain and target domain. Masci et al. [29] mapped the training data to the hash space, which ensured a small intra-class distance and a large inter-class distance, and also built a bridge between the data from different domains. Yang et al. [30] proposed a common dictionary learning method instead of training the dictionaries separately, which can ensure the common distribution of data from different domains to a certain extent.
It can be concluded from the above methods that transfer learning can be applied for micro-expression recognition and it is very important to find the relevance of different domains for cross-domain micro-expression identification. However, there are two problems to be solved in feature extraction of different domains. Firstly, how to choose the most effective features from multiple feature sets extracted with differernt methods. Secondly, each feature set of different domains may have a lot of redundancy and noise, which will seriously lower the recognition performance. The first problem has been discussed in Section II-B and the feature dimension reduction will be introduced in this section.
When dealing with the features of different domains, there are a lot of redundant information and noise in high-dimensional features, which will annihilate the effective information. However, if the feature dimension is reduced directly, the natural structure of data may be destroyed. In order to address this problem, we applied sparse coding for feature dimension reduction. When processing high-dimensional features, sparse dictionary learning is an effective technique, which can obtain a common representation of the features of two different domains. Yang et al. [30] proposed two methods for the sparse dictionary learning of different domains. One approach is to perform sparse description towards data in each domain separately, which takes consideration of the natural features of each domain but ignores the relevance of different domains. The other one is to perform common dictionary learning towards data in different domains, which can obtain the common feature representation of different domains, but the structure of each domain will be lost.
In order to balance the integrity of the domain structure and the relevance of different domains, this paper first carried out sparse dictionary learning on the auxiliary domain and target domain respectively. And then the dictionary of the target domain was restructured linearly with the auxiliary domain dictionary. This method can not only effectively reduce the feature dimension, but also keep the integrity of each domain and the correlations between different domains.
III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The proposed multiview representation framework based on transfer learning takes macro-expression as the auxiliary domain and micro-expression as the target domain. Firstly, we project these two domains into a common space, and then learn their sparse dictionary representations respectively. Secondly, the target domain dictionary is reconstructed using the auxiliary domain dictionary to obtain higher correlations between two domains. Thirdly, the multiview representation is introduced to select the most effective micro-expression features from different features sets by F norm. The detailed framework is shown in Figure 3 .
A. FEATURE PROJECTION AND SPARSE DICTIONARY LEARNING
The main notations and their descriptions are given in Table 1 . The feature sets of the auxiliary domain and the target domain are divided into the training set (X Tr , Y Tr ) and the test set (X Te , Y Te ). In order to simplify the writing, the subscripts of training sets X Tr and Y Tr are omitted. Thus, the feature sets can be rewritten as X = x 1 , . . . , x i , . . . , x n x ∈ R m x ×n x and Y = y 1 , . . . y i , .., y n y ∈ R m y ×n y , where x i , y i are the features of a sample in the auxiliary domain and target domain, m x , m y denote the feature dimensions and n x , n y denote the sample numbers.
If the data of two domains are classified directly after learning the dictionary, it would be difficult to obtain an ideal recognition result because of the big differences between the two domains.
In order to address domain shift, the data from both auxiliary domain and target domain are mapped into a common space before sparse dictionary learning. As shown in Figure 3 are the projection matrices of auxiliary domain and target domain, where d represents the dimension after two domains projected to the common space. Then the sparse dictionary learning is performed towards the data of the two domains. The basic form of loss function is as follows: 
B. SPARSE DICTIONARY RECONSTRUCTION
In order to make the projected features of the two domains in a similar distribution, the target domain dictionary is linearly reconstructed by the auxiliary domain dictionary based on the sparse dictionary learning of each domain, the specific formula is as follows:
where D X ∈ R d×p x , D Y ∈ R d×p y , and V Y ∈ R p x ×p y is the reconstruction matrix. After domain projection, sparse dictionary learning and dictionary reconstruction, the objective function J can be expressed as follows:
where τ =0.001 and σ = 0.001. The first two terms of J guarantee the sparse dictionary learning based on domain projection. And the last term uses the linear representation of the auxiliary domain dictionary to reconstruct the target domain dictionary, which further reduces the differences between the two domains.
C. FEATURE SELECTION BASED ON MULTIVIEW REPRESENTATION
Different feature sets can be obtained with different extracting methods. If all feature sets are simply integrated together, the information redundency would cause much computing cost and a poor recognition result. Therefore, it is critical to select the most effective features. In order to fully exploit the features of target domain, the idea of multiview representation is introduced to extract the most effective micro-expression features from different feature sets. The sparse feature selection is carried out by F norm sparse. The traditional method simply concatenates the different feature sets, as shown in Figure 4 -(a), where each column represents a sample and different rows represent different features. This simple feature connection will cause information redundancy, high calculation and unsatisfactory recognition results.
In this paper, we use F norm sparse to perform feature selection. Redefine 
. When W G Y is small enough and is approximated to zero, the corresponding Y G will be removed. Then the feature selection is realized and the result is shown in Figure 4 -(b), where the color block represents the selected feature and the white ones are the eliminated features. The projection for the target domain should satisfy the following equation:
where
To obtain the same form as Equation (1), the above formula can be simplified as min
. Finally, the objective function can be defined as follows:
where τ =0.001, σ = 0.001, and λ is a penalty coefficient on the projection matrix W Y .
IV. OPTIMAL SOLUTION
The objective function Eq.(5) can be solved by variable alternating optimization method. The derivatives of the objective function with respect to each variable are given as follows.
F . Combined with the constraint term V Y 1 ≤ τ , the iterated function can be expressed as:
where β is the penalty coefficient of V Y . Equation (6) is in accordance with lasso's objective function and lasso method [31] is adopted to update V Y in this paper. 
are fixed, the objective function of W X is a convex function. However, in order to obtain better iterative result, the constraint term of W X is given as follows: W X W X = I X , so it cannot be directly derived. Thus, we used a generalized gradient descent method on the Grassman manifold to achieve the optimization [32] , [33] . W Y can be operated in a similar approach. After introducing multiview representation, the derivatives toward W X and W Y in the objective function are slightly modified, the specific form is as follows:
where λ is the same penalty coefficient as in Eq. (5), C = diag (C 1 , . . . , C G ), each C g (g = 1, . . . , G) is a diagonal matrix, and the j-th diagonal element of C g is:
The algorithm can be summarized in Algorithm 1.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first introduce three expression databases and the experimental settings. Subsequently, the experiments of the multiview representation's performance validation, the influence of dictionary size on recognition rate and the comparison between the proposed algorithm and other advanced algorithms are given.
A. DATABESE:CK+ & CASME & CASME II
The Extended Cohn-Kanade Dataset (CK+) [34] released in 2010 is an extension of the Cohn-Kanade Dataset. This database contains 123 subjects and 593 image sequences. The last frame of each image sequence has an action unit label, and of the 593 image sequences, 327 sequences have emotion labels. CK+ database is commonly used for facial expression recognition and it divides human emotions into eight categories. CASME II [35] is an extension of the Chinese Academy of Sciences Micro-Expression (CASME). It consists of 26 subjects and 255 micro-expression segments with seven categories. In this paper, the CK+ database was selected as the macro-expression database, CASME and CASME II were selected as the micro-expression databases.
Since the three databases' categories are not consistent, to keep the data of different databases in similar distribution, we selected three types of samples with a comparative large number of samples from these three databases, namely, happiness, sadness, and surprise. A total of 60 samples were selected for testing.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
Considering the numbers of corresponding samples in these three databases are small, all experiments in this paper used a leave-one verification method and the nearest neighbor algorithm was used as the classifier of the micro-expression recognition. Since the KSVD toolbox [33] was used to obtain the sparse coefficient matrices, the experimental results varied each time. Thus, each test was repeated 20 times and the average was used as the final result.
Algorithm 1 A Multiview Representation Framework for Micro-Expression Recognition

Input: Training Set:
The feature set of the auxiliary domain :
The feature set of the target domain :
The Sparse coefficient matrices of the auxiliary domain and target domain : S X ,Te , S Y ,Te . Algorithm steps:
1: Initialize parameters :
Get the derivative of D X as Eq. (7) The experiments were carried out on two sets of databases. The first set of databases includes the macro-expression database CK+ and the micro-expression database CASME. The second set of databases consists of the macro-expression database CK+ and the micro-expression database CASME II.
In this paper, LBP feature of macro-expression was extracted, LBP-TOP feature [36] , LOCP-TOP feature [36] , VLBP feature [37] and optical flow (OW) [20] of micro-expression were extracted.
C. RECOGNITION OF FOUR DIFFERENT SINGLE FEATURE SETS
In this group of experiments, the basic performance of the proposed algorithm was evaluated on two sets of different databases. The recognition results of using four different single micro-expression feature sets were compared on each database set. For the different feature sets, the dictionary size was setted to range from 20 to 40. From Figure 5 we can draw the following conclusions:
a) The recognition rate can be up to 61.7% in the CK+&CASME database; and in the CK+&CASME II database, the recognition rate can reach 64.2%.
b) The change of dictionary size has a significant impact on the micro-expression recognition and the sparse effect varies with different dictionary sizes. If the dictionary is too large, it will result in excessive sparseness of features, which may have a detrimental effect on the final recognition rate. c) Optical flow (OW) has the best and relatively stable performance of four different feature sets on the two sets of databases. This is because optical flow is a normalized feature based on the region of interest and in the process of optical flow feature extraction, the problem of human face alignment can be better solved. Due to the number of VLBP features is small and the description of facial motion mechanism is insufficient, so VLBP is less effective than OW.
d) Since the CASME II is an extension of CASME, the experiment results of CK+&CASME II database are better than CK+&CASME database. Compared with CASME, CASME II has a larger number of samples, and a greatly increased video frame rate (60fps to 200fps). Besides, the pixel resolution has been increased from 150 × 190 to 280 × 340. These enhancements are beneficial to improve the detailed expression of the micro-expression, which can help increase the final recognition rate.
D. RECOGNITION OF MULTIVIEW REPRESENTATION
Based on four different feature sets, the most effective features were selected with the idea of multiview representation. We validated the performance of the proposed multiview representation algorithm based on transfer learning and examined multiview representation's ability in utilizing different features comprehensively. Similar to Section V-C, experiments were performed on the two sets of databases. The multiview representation's result was compared with that using the four single feature sets respectively in Figure 6 . In order to further validate the effectiveness of multiview representation, we connected the four different features sets in series, and merged them into a high-dimensional feature group without feature selection. For different dictionary sizes, multiple experiments were conducted with the features directly connected in series. Then its optimal results were compared with the optimal results of multiview representation in Table 2 . After analyzing Figure 6 and Table 2 , we conclude that:
a) The advantages of comprehensive utilization of feature information are demonstrated with multiview representation. As is shown in Table 2 , the highest recognition rate is 77.0% on CK+&CASME II and the average performance of multiview representation is better than that of a single feature regardless of dictionary size as shown in Figure 6 . b) As can be seen in Figure 6 , the recognition rate of multiview representation is higher than that of the OW feature. For multiview representation, the F norm sparse is not simply selecting a feature or removing the remaining features completely. It is a integration way to the feature information. It also shows that a single kind of features can not adequately represent expressions.
c) Table 2 also shows that simple feature series cannot effectively improve the recognition results. Stacking different feature sets simply without feature selection will cause a large amount of redundant information and noise, which will annihilate the effective features. Besides, the computational costs are greatly reduced in multiview representation compared with simple feature series.
E. EXPERIMENTS ON THE EFFECT OF DICTIONARY SIZE
It can be seen from the above two experiments that the recognition results varies significantly when the dictionaries are different. The recognition results cannot be improved by simply increasing or decreasing the size of dictionary. Based on this fact, this experiment explores the response of different samples when the dictionary size is not fixed. The experimental results in Table 3 show that for non-fixed dictionary, the sizes of dictionaries chosen for different samples is inconsistent and the experimental results are much better than the previous results. However, it is worth of exploring how to make the samples autonomously select the optimal dictionaries in the feature training stage, which is a follow-up problem.
F. COMPARISON WITH OTHER MICRO-EXPRESSION RECOGNITION ALGORITHMS
In this section, we have compared our proposed algorithm with some recently proposed micro-expression recognition algorithms. The algorithms are JFSSL [38] , LBP-TOP [36] , DTSA [38] and FDM [20] . The experimental results are shown in Table 4 . Based on the comprehensive analysis of the experimental results in Table 4 , we have drawn the following two main conclusions: a) JFSSL and our algorithm perform better than the LBP-TOP, DTSA, and FDM algorithms. The recognition rates of JFSSL transfer algorithm on CK+&CASME and CK+&CASME II can reach 67.3% and 65.7% respectively. And our proposed algorithm has the highest recognition rates, which are 74.6% and 78.2% on CK+&CASME and CK+&CASME II respectively. The reason is that the transfer learning algorithms can make full use of the rich information of macro-expressions, and the knowledge theory is transferred to the domain of micro-expression. b) JFSSL has better performance than other methods, because JFSSL makes good use of the sample labels. It projects the feature sets of different domains directly to the label space, which has superiority over unsupervised learning. Our proposed method performs better than JFSSL, because multiview representation has screened out multiple sets of features to avoid the interference of noise and combined the advantages of different feature sets.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a multiview representation framework based on transfer learning for micro-expression recognition. The data of the auxiliary domain and the target domain are projected into a common space, and the dictionaries are learned in each domain respectively. In order to increase the data correlations in two different domains, the dictionary of the target domain is linearly represented by the dictionary in the auxiliary domain. In order to fully exploit the features of micro-expressions, multiple feature sets are extracted from micro-expressions. The optimal features are selected from multiple feature sets according to the multiview representation, which effectively improves the recognition accuracy. For future work, more effective models should be explored, and the autonomous selection of optimal dictionary can be taken into consideration.
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